Screening Room A (COM-145)

Seating Capacity:
(95) Standard Seats - two of which (A-1 and A-12) are considered "Wheelchair Companion" seats. There are (2) Wheelchair Positions in Row A - with the removal of Seats A-2 & A-11. ...(There are also (3) removable Seats in Row G which allow for additional Wheelchairs, if needed.)

Projection Capabilities:
- PANASONIC PT-RZ30 LED/Laser Projector - 3500 lm - Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- 8' x 20' Screen - with masking for 4x3, 16x9 and 2.39:1 cinematic projection aspect ratios
- DVCam, Mini-DV, VHS, BetaSP, Beta SX, Digital Beta, & IMX Videotapes
- BluRAY & Standard DVD
- CD
- Internet
- PowerPoint
- 16mm & 35mm Film (w/ certified freelance Film Projectionist hired at client's expense)
- Document Camera
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